A simple and straightforward method to identify and remove the kinematic singularities of helicity amplitudes is constructed from the Trueman-Wick crossing relations. A set of amplitudes free of all kinematic singularities and zeros is. obtained for two-particle _,; two- 
To Reggeize, first we have to remove all the kinematic singularities from the so-called parity-conserving helicity amplitudes and then analytically I continue their partial-wave helicity amplitudes with definite parity in 2 the total angular momentum plane. Therefore kinematic-singularity-free helicity .amplitudes are not o'nly suitable for dynamical calculation but also suitable for Regg€dzation. This is our motivation for investigating the kinematic singularities of helicity amplitudes.
Recently Y. Hara has proposed a method to remove the kinematic singularities of helicity amplitudes by using perturbation field theory, with emphasis on threshold behavior of partial-wave amplitudes and . 1 .... . 3 cross1ng re a~1ons.
In this paper "'e develop a more straightforward method using only the Trueman-Hick crossing relations for helicity . amplitudes. Perturbation field theory is not needed. A complete set of amplitudes, which can be sho"rn to be free of all kinematic singularities and zeros, is con~tructed f6r_interactions of two particles of any spins and masses, except that for boson-fermion interactions of general . We argue that and singularities are the only kinematic ones. The ~ remaining t -singularities are associated idth the failure of the Jacobi . ~ expansion to converge, a dynamical effect unrelated to particle spins.
From the expression of sin ( 6 t /2) and cos ( 6 t /2) in {V and G) in 2 -s-t\
a c and the definition of f(s,t) we obtain the crossing relations for the ,.
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A-a If this is not the case, one has to seek linear combinations of -s f such that the combinations are still free of kinematic t singularities and also suitable for the factorization of the kinematic s singularities.
Ih the following we. shall discuss the factorizability for all cases, with any mas~ assignments~ -8-'
:En proving the factorizability, we assume that parity is conserved in the interactions.
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Unde_r parity symmetry,_ t . .
where
and ~ is the intrinsic parity of the ith particle. Combining the -t, f. s , which are related by parity symmetry, on the left hand-side of Eq_. (III:4), we obtain the. cro-ssing-matrix elements: ;.rhen J is half integer 
To investisate the analytic properties of these functions, which are originally defined in the physical region 9 _we first analytically .. continue them at fixed t outside the physical region of the skhannel. 
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The expression given by Eq~ (III:ll) is convenient for observing the analytic structure at;0 ab =·o • To observe the analytic structure of n± at J = 0 'lve "rrite cd '
-+ H-in the folloving form: [J
where "max n of n " means the greatest ~. nu.rnber that is equal t"o
------------------
or smaller than n when~is _ ~~' or the greatest od~ number when For FB -+-FB. inte'ractions ~t i.e., v = 1 .
. . The desired amplitude here is
."The max n . I of · n" means the greatest even nl.imber ·smaller than or equal to n ,.,hen n is +1 or the greatest odd number with n is -1. c.
The following functions are analytic in~ and(Y for_ BB -+ BB, ..
For BF-+ BF interactions, the result for the general maps case applies except that the s 112 singularit~ needs to be reevalu~ted. but that is not our concern here. He consider only the part of ¢(s,t) = 0 due to the vanishing of its factor of mixed s and ... etc., and a similar argument for cos et . 
